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April 28, 2011 

To: The Postal Regulatory Commission 

Re: United States Postal Service Notice of Market-Dominant Price Adjustment 

I would like to comment on this filing by noting that the Postal Service stated on page 3 that , 
"Mailing documentation must be submitted electronically through mail.dat, mail.XML, or Postal 
Wizard, and mail must be sent with postage paid using a permit imprint. Mailings submitted via 
Postal Wizard cannot exceed 9,999 pieces." 

We currently use the Postal Wizard to submit mailings of more than 9,999 pieces all the time. 
We currently do not have the resources to implement a system to exchange mail.dat data 
exchange prior to July 1,2011. So we urge the PRC to approve the incentive that would be used 
by a lot of our customers but to also instruct the USPS that the use of the Postal Wizard should 
not be a determining factor for access to the discount. 

This would be a discri:i:ninatory application of a rate incentive that would otherwise be available 
to my customers. This essentially would put my business at a competitive disadvantage. 

We need to be able to use the Postal Wizard to submit mail and to be able to claim the discount 
for our customers who are customers of the postal service as well. 

Ifwe are not allowed to use the Postal Wizard for mailings that exceed 9,999 we will be forced 
to break mailings of more than 9,999 pieces in to segments that will meet that criteria so our 
customers will not be denied the discount. But in doing so that would create a lot of extra work 
for the USPS and for us. 
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